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We believe utility access to technical 
computing power  

accelerates discovery & invention 



About us 
•  We like to say: Better Answers. Faster. 
•  We want our customers to get the 

resources they need when they need them 



You may recall… 





Large life insurance company 



In the old days… 
•  Departments decided to pool their 

resources 
•  10x the capacity, but now they have to 

share 
– Group quotas and preemption 



In the old days… 
•  It was all worth it 

– Month-end reports finish in less than a month 
– The “scheduler” is no longer a senior actuary 

with a clipboard 



Then FDIC requirements happened 
•  Needed to run a business-critical workload 

in a defined period of time 
•  No time or space to add to internal 

capacity 
•  8000 AWS cores for 2 weeks 

– P.S. they passed the stress test 



This cloud thing is sort of cool… 
•  8000 AWS cores for month-end runs 

– Much shorter time-to-results 
•  We built it, they came 



Always be computing 
•  Usage moved cloudward 
•  Internal datacenter was decomissioned 
•  Added another pool for development work 
•  There’s no “month-end” anymore 

– All the analysis, every night 



What they like about HTCondor 
•  Reliable and fault-tolerant 
•  Well-suited for batch 
•  Well-suited for cloud 
•  Multi-stage workflows 
•  Can implement business policies 



Large hard drive manufacturer 



You may remember this one 
•  Moved from 256 core in-house cluster to 

8000 core AWS cluster 
– Brief stopover at a 78k core cluster 

•  Parameter sweeps to model hard drives 
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Getting more work done 
•  Modeling changes faster to reduce lost 

expenses 
•  Adding more users  



What they like about HTCondor 
•  Reliable and fault-tolerant 
•  Well-suited for batch 
•  Well-suited for cloud 
•  Easy to move jobs to the front of the line 



Life sciences SaaS platform 



DNA and RNA sequencing 
•  Small cluster doing important work 
•  Future plans 

– Heterogeneous resources 
– DAG-based workflows  



What they like about HTCondor 
•  Well-suited for batch 
•  Well-suited for cloud 
•  Support for heterogeneous resources 
•  Multi-stage workflows 



I’m sensing a theme… 



Well-suited for batch 
•  High-throughput computing is used for 

business-critical workloads across many 
industries 

•  (But, HPC workloads are important, too) 



Well-suited for cloud 
•  Resources can disappear with little 

warning 
•  Moving from internal to cloud isn’t a 

complete change in the technology 



Multi-stage workflows 
•  Automate as much as you can 

– But no more 



Business rules rule! 
•  Fair-share is almost never what you want 
•  Abusing quotas for fun and profit (but 

mostly profit) 



What’s next? 



We write software to do this… 
Cycle Computing easily orchestrates 
workloads and data access to local and 
Cloud technical computing 
�  Scales from 100 - 100,000’s of cores 
�  Handles errors, reliability 
�  Schedules data movement 
�  Secures, encrypts and audits  
�  Provides reporting and chargeback 
�  Automates spot bidding 
�  Supports Enterprise operations 



Does this resonate with you? 
 We’re hiring support 
engineers, solutions 
architects, sales, etc.  

 jobs@ 
cyclecomputing.com 



Reception tonight! 
•  Free tacos! Free beer! 
•  6-7 PM at Lucky’s Bar & Grille 

– 1421 Regent Street 


